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1.

(IIIinOiS~l~ 0

Formerly known as Argo Nevis or the Argonaut's Ship, the brightest star in this
constellation is Canopus. For ten points, give the Latin name of this constellation
known as "The Ship's Keel".
Answer: CARINA

2.

(Name is the Same.) The horse that along with Eos, Aethion, and Asterope pulled
the chariot of HeIi os, one of the three original Cyclopes with Arges and Steropes,
and the last name of the English authors Ann, Emily, and Charlotte.
Answer: BRONTE(S)

3.

Gettysburg was never intended to be a site of battle, but through a chance ofluck
ended up being one of the most important battles ever fought on US soil. For ten
points, what type of manufactured good, of which they were desperately short,
were the confederates hoping to find at Gettysburg when they met the Union
forces?
Answer: SHOES

4.

"He promised to make the tenth his bodyguard, and now he's knighting us," said an
unknown member of Rome's tenth legion about his commander. For ten points,
name the general to whom he was referring, who spent over eight years
conquering Gaul before becoming part of the First Triumvirate.
Answer: Gaius Julius CAESAR

5.

This Czech dramatist introduced the word "robot" into the English language
with his play R. u.R. For ten points, name him.
Answer: Karl CAPEK

6.

Heat will always flow from a hotter body to a colder one, no device can deliver
work unless there is a difference in energy concentration within the system, in any
energy transfer there is always an increase in energy. For ten points, these are all
ways of expressing what law first explained by Rudolf Clausius?
Answer: SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS
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7.

Six hundred and fifty of his over one thousand pieces survive and are considered
the best ever made. With his two sons, he experimented with the design of string
instruments until he perfected the Cremona type of violin. For ten points, name
this Italian who is probably the greatest violin maker in history
Answer: Antonio STRADIVARIUS (or STRADIVARI)

8.

Jacques Louis David did a painting of this 1789 event. It occurred when the
French king Louis XVI barred the National Assembly from its assembly hall. The
assembly then took this oath in which they promised to write a constitution.
Answer: The TENNIS COURT OATH

9.

This anchorwoman recently accepted a position as host for Inside Edition, but you
probably remember her as the anchorwoman who replaced Jane Pauley on the
Today show. For ten points, name her.
Answer: Deborah NORVILLE

10.

Inflammatory bowel disease, diabetes mellitus, pernicious anemia, psoriasis,
Addison's disease, rheumatoid arthritis, leukemia, and multiple sclerosis all have
one thing in common: they are caused by the bodies own lymphocytes. For ten
points, what is the name given to these types of diseases?
Answer: AUTOIMMUNE disease

11.

On Nov. 11, 1963, while he was visiting here, JohnF. Kennedy remarked, "I could
stay here forever. II Eleven days later he was dead and his statement came true.
For ten points, name this second largest US military cemetery where President
Kennedy is buried.
Answer: ARLINGTON National Cemetery

12.

This author was the mother of the author of Frankenstein, but she is probably best
known for writing the first great feminist manifesto The Vindication of the Rights
of Women. For ten points, who is this author?

Answer: Mary WOLLSTONECRAFT
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13.

Kames, moulins, cirques, tarns, drumlins and moraines, for ten points, are all
geological formations created by what natural phenomenon, which also created the
Great Lakes and once covered much of the Midwest.
Answer: GLACIERS

14.

He wore the same trunks that he wore in 1974 when he was defeated by
Muhammed Ali for the heavyweight title. The outcome was different in 1994
when he defeated Michael Morrer in the tenth round .. For ten points, who is this
new heavyweight champion of the world?
Answer: George FOREMAN

15.

This American poet and political writer was loved by Thomas Jefferson and hated
by George Washington. His poem "The Wild Honeysuckle" is considered a
precursor to the Romantic movement in America. For ten points, name this author
of" A Poem on the Rising Glory of America".
Answer: Philip FRENEAU

16.

After ten years of work, Peter Armbruster and his team announced that for less
than a thousandth of a second it had existed at the Heavy Ion Research Center
after they bombarded lead with nickel atoms. For ten points, give the number of
this newly discovered element.
Answer: Number 110

17.

This EugeneO'Neill work tells the story of Ephraim and Abbie Cabot. Abbie
seduces Ephraim's son so she can bear a son for her husband. For ten points, what
is this work?
Answer: DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS

18.

With his brother Paul Dreiser, this author wrote the lyrics for the state anthem of
Indiana, "By the Banks of the Wabash". He is better known for his trilogy dealing
with financial wizard Charles Yerkes, consisting of The Financier, The Titan, and
The Stoic. For ten points, name this author of Jennie Gerhardt and Sister Carrie.
Answer: Theodore DREISER

)
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19.

This author was the poet laureate of England from 1930 to 1967 but he is probably
better remembered for his poems "Sea Fever" and "Cargoes". For ten points, who
is this author who also wrote "Reynard the Fox"?
Answer: John MASEFIELD

20.

This state's Eastern border is formed by the Mississippi River and its western
border is formed by the Missouri and Big Sioux rivers. For ten points, name this
state in which the Herbert Hoover presidential library is located.
Answer: IOWA

21.

There are at least fourteen operas about this character, the most famous being by
Charles Gounod. A wandering German conjurer, he sold his soul to the devil for
renewed youth and was damned in a cantata by Berlioz. For ten points, name this
character who appeared in novels by Marlowe and Goethe.
Answer: FAUST or FAUSTUS

22.

He was the master of the Jacobean club and dominated the Committee of Public
Safety. For ten points, name this leader of the reign of terror who was executed
when he was overthrown by the Convention of July 27, 1794.
Answer: Maximilien ROBESPIERRE

23.

In this work Tadzio becomes the object of the aging author Gustav von
Aeschenback's obsession. For ten points, name this novella by Thomas Mann.
Answer: DEATH IN VENICE

24.

For a quick ten points, name the Palestinian terrorist organization that killed 23
people in an attack on a Tel Aviv bus in October.
Answer: HAMAS

25.

This Dutch abstract artist went to Paris in 1911 and took up Cubism. Later he
produced such masterpieces as Composition in Yellow and Blue and Yellow and
Blue Composition. For ten points, name this artist who developed the geometric
style of Neoplasticism, but is more well known as the founder of the De. Stijl
movement.
Answer: Piet MONDRIAN

~~
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1.(30) For ten points each, identity the following mythological places in Great
A.

'zlz 2/1'5
J

Britain~t~~

Supposedly located at Cadbury, Colchester or Winchester, it was the
legendary capital of King Arthur.
CAMELOT

B.

In Celtic mythology, it is the land of the dead where King Arthur was taken
after his death.
AVALON

C.

This legendary Scottish city reappears every hundred years.
BRIGADOON

2.(30) Name this author from the first clue for thirty points, from the second clue for
twenty points, and from the third clue for ten points.
Works include:
A.

The Family Reunion and The Hippopotamus

B.

The Cocktail Party and The Four Quarters

C.

The Wasteland and The Hollow Men
T.S.ELIOT

3.(30) For ten points each, identify the physicist behind each of these quotes on quantum
mechanics.
A.

"God does not play dice?"
Albert EINSTEIN

B.

"I don't like it, and I'm sorry I ever had anything to do with it. "
Erwin SCHRODINGER

C.

"Anyone who is not shocked by quantum theory has not understood it."
Niels BOHR
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4.(30) Name this author from his works on the first clue for thirty points, and the second
clue for twenty, and on the third for ten.

A.

Polynesia and America: A Study of Prehistoric Relations

B.

Aku-Aku

C.

Kon-Tiki
Thor HEYERDAHL

5.(30) For ten points each, given a work, name the French composer.

A.

Danse Macabre

Camille SAINT-SAENS

B.

Manon

Jules MASSENET

C.

The Damnation of Faust

Louis Hector BERLIOZ

6.(20) For five points each, given a list of islands identify to what state they belong.

A.

San Clemente, San Miguel, and Santa Catalina islands
CALIFORNIA

B.

The Near, Fox, and Andreanof islands
ALASKA

C.

Block, Prudenec, and Conanicut islands
RHODE ISLAND

D.

Laysan, Molokai, and Nilhan islands
HAWAII
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7.(25) Given a work, name the author for five points each.
A.

Watch on the Rhine

Lillian HELLMAN

B.

The Four Million

O'HENRY

C.

Dracula

BramSTOKER

D.

The Third Wave

Alvin TOFFLER

E.

Orlando

Virginia WOOLF

8.(30) Identify the following laws in electricity
A.

"The direct current flowing in an electric circuit is equal to the voltage
applied to the circuit divided by the resistance. "
OHM'S LAW

B.

"Opposite charges attract each other and like charges repel each other"
DUFAY'SLAW

C.

"The electromagnetic force induced is always in such a direction that the
current it produces opposes the change which caused the force. "
LENZ'SLAW

9.(30) Identify these quotes by Julius Caesar.
A.

After easily defeating Phamaces at Zela, he sent this message back to the
Senate meaning "I came, I saw, I conquered."
"VENI, VEDI, VECI"

B.

After crossing the Rubicon river, he exclaimed "Alea Jacta Est", meaning?
"THE DIE IS CAST"

C.

According to Suetonius, when Caesar died, he cried out in Greek to Brutus
"Kai su teknon", meaning what?
" YOU, TOO, MY CIllLD"
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10.(3 0) Given a year and season tell where the Olympics were held for ten points each.

A.

Summer 1968

MEXICO CITY, Mexico

B.

Winter 1932

~AKE

C.

Winter 1972

SAPPORO, Japan

PLACID, NY

11.(20)For five points apiece, name the four bodies in the solar system with active
volcanoes.
EARTH

VENUS

TRITON

10

12.(20)Ratites are an order of birds characterized by the lack of a keel on the breastbone.
Thus, they are top-heavy and flightless. They are divided into four suborders. For
five points each, give the common names of the suborders.

A. RHEAS

B. OSTRICHES

C. KIWIS

D. CASSOWARIES or EMUS

13 .(2S)For five points apiece given a work, name the author.

A. Lord of the Flies

William GOLDING

B. The Moon and Sixpence

William MAUGHAM

C. Pamela

Samuel RICHARDSON

D. V

Thomas PYNCHON

E. Quo Vadis

Henryk SIENKIEWICZ

14.(0)Name the four chemical elements that are liquids at or near room temperature.
oN) Each correct answer is worth five points each.
BROMINE

CESIUM

MERCURY

GALLIUM

,J'" ,
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15.(20)Only four times has the post office violated its guidelines of not issuing stamps
with a person's likeness on it until ten years after their death unless they are a
President. For five points each, name the four exceptions based on the following
clues:
A. This man helped found the United Nations and ran against Dwight Eisenhower
for President in 1952 and 1956.
Adlai STEVENSON

B. This British Prime Minister won the Nobel Prize in Literature for such works
as The World Crisis and A History ofthe Second World War.
Winston CHURCHilL
C. This general faded away in 1964.
Douglas MACARTHUR
D. This woman never forgave her husband for having an affair with Lucy Mercer.
ELANOR ROOSEVELT
16.(20)Name the following Academy-Award winning best actors, given the movie and
year. Each answer is worth five points each.
A. Rain Man--1988

Dustin HOFFMAN

B. Gandhi--1982

Ben KINGSLEY

C. One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest--1975

Jack NICHOLSON

D. ReversalofFortune--1990

Jeremy IRONS

17.(20)Given a main character, name the work in which they appear.
A. Blanch DuBois

. A Streetcar Named Desire

B. Bigger Thomas

Native Son

C. Eustacia Vye

Return of the Native

D. Jean Valjean

Les Miserables
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18.~)FOr

five points apiece, name the five major bodies of water bordering Alaska.

A. The PACIFIC Ocean

B. The ARCTIC Ocean

C. The BERING Sea

D. The BEAUFORT Sea

E. The CHUKCHI Sea
19.(30)For ten points each, identify the following seas from their descriptions.

A. One of the largest seas in the world, it is surrounded by China, the Philippines,
Vietnam, and Malaysia.
SOUTH CHINA Sea
B. This sea separates the Italian peninsula from Croatia and Herzegovina
ADRIATIC Sea
C. Berkner island can be found within this Antarctic sea along with the Ronne ice
shelf
WEDDELL Sea
20.(20)Only four teams won any NBA championships during the 1980's. For five points
each, name them.

A. Boston CELTICS

B. Philadelphia 76ERS

C. L.A. LAKERS

D. Detroit PISTONS

21.(20)Identify the amount of years that each of the following refers to for five points
each.

A. Score

TWENTY

B. Millennium

ONE THOUSAND

C. Lustrum

FIVE

D. Eon

ONE BILLION
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22.(20)For five points apiece, given the artist, name the style in which he painted

A. Edgar Degas

IMPRESSIONISM

B. Gustave Courbet

REALISM

C. Eugene Delacroix

ROMANTICISM

D. Jacques Louis David

NEOCLASSICISM

23 .(30)For ten points apiece, name the war in which the following battles occurred.

A. Battle of Chosin Reservoir

KOREAN War

B. Battle of New Orleans

WAR OF 1812

C. Battle of Hue City

VIETNAM War

